Let S be a class of groups. Define the local operator P as follows:
In the following, for each ordinal a of cardinality ^c, the continuum, a class of groups will be displayed whose local sequence does not become stationary before a iterations.
First define an equivalent operator for sets: Let T be a set of sets. Define the operator C as follows:
(0 c°(r)=r.
(ii) If a>0 is an ordinal number, then C"(r) =the set of all sets having an upper-directed cover of subsets, each belonging to the set \J{C<>(T)\ß<a}.
If S is a set, denote its power set by P(S); if T is a set of sets, we will sometimes call Ur the "underlying set" of T.
For any set of sets T and ordinal a, we have that Ca(r)CP(Ur). Thus all such set-theoretic sequences must eventually become stationary, and we may define |r| to be the smallest ordinal such that Ciri+i(r) = Cir'(D.
We wish first to solve the set-theoretic problem by displaying, for any ordinal a, a set of sets T satisfying | r| =a (Lemma 1). After the following definitions, a proposition to be used in Lemma 1 will be proved.
Definition. Suppose for each aQA, Ta is a set of sets. Define l{Ya\aQA} = {Uf(A)\ where/: A-*[J\Ta\aQA} is a function such that VaQA, /(a)Gra}. That is, an element of 2{ra|o:G^} is a union of sets, one chosen from each Ta.
Definition. Suppose T is a set of sets and 5GGa(r) for some ordinal a. Thus 5 possesses an upper-directed cover {X^\pQM} oí sub-sets such that each A^EC^r) for some ß<a. We will say that the cover {X^\nEM} is "augmented" if 3p.EM such that A^EI1.
It is easy to see that any SECa(Y), for any a, possesses an augmented cover.
Proposition. Suppose for each aEA, Ta is a set of sets such that the collection {{JYa\aEA} of underlying sets is pairwise disjoint. Let r =2 {r"| aEA }. Then (i)for any ordinalß, C'ÇT) =2 {d>ÇCa) | aEA }, a«d(ii) |r| =sup{|ra| \aEA}.
Proof. Proof of (i). If ß = 0, the assertion is immediate. Suppose /3>0and Vp<ß, C"(T) =2 j C"(Ya)\aEA }.
Assume BE2{CHYa)\aEA}, so that B = [)f(A), where /: A-*\J{C^(Ya)\aEA} is a function such that VaEA, f(a)ECb(Ya).
Thus each f(a)=Ba has an upper-directed, augmented cover (A«|\Í'E7"Í of subsets A*, where each X* is a member of C'(r") for some p<ß. Since the covers are augmented, for each a let A¿°Era.
Let Yo = U{XÍ°\aEA}; thus F"Er=2 {Ta\aEA }. It follows that BEC^T), and hence 2{C*(Ta)\aEA } CC'ff).
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Now assume BQCß(T). Then P possesses an upper-directed cover { Y^pQM]
where each F" is an element of C^ÇY) for some p"</3.
Thus F"G2{C"'(ra)|a:G;l}, and we may write F" = U{X"| a G A, where X*a Q C»(Ta)}.
By the disjointness property of the sets underlying the r", we have thatP" = Pn(Ura)=U{X"!ííGM} and, since { Y"\pQM} is upperdirected, {X"a\pQM} is also. Thus VaQA, BaQCß(Ya) and B = [){Ba\aQA}.
It follows that PG2{Ca(ra)|aG¿}, and hence cß(Y)Qi{c(Ya)\aQA}.
The proof of (i) is now complete. Proof of (ii). This follows immediately from (i) and the disjointness of the sets underlying the Ya. From this it is easy to see that any directed system of sets in Ci+1(Ta) again yields a member of C?+1(ra).
Thus Ta satisfies the inductive hypotheses. The example given for J Tij =1 at the outset was such that UFi had cardinality d of the natural numbers. If a is a nonlimit ordinal, a=7 + l, and UrT is of infinite cardinality <r, then Ta, as constructed, has cardinality da = <r. Thus, as constructed, Ur" has cardinality d = w, since at limit ordinals a, Ura will have cardinality 2/3<<* ffß where as is the cardinality of \JYS.
It is thus clear that for all infinite ordinals a, Ur" will have cardinality a, and the proof is complete. Corollary.
There exists a set of cardinality c of torsion abelian groups, T-{Pa|a:GP} such that Vcci, a2QK, ai9*ai=^Tai<X.Tai.
Proof. Let A be a countably infinite set of primes. Applying Lemma 2, 3KQP(A) such that K is uncountable and for any B\, BiQK, Bi9*Bi=^Bi contains some prime not in P2. For BGP, define Pjs= ^pteJp (the direct sum), where Jp is a cyclic group of order p. We claim that the set of groups { TB\ BQK} is the desired set. For suppose Pi, BiQK and Bi9*B2. Then if p is a prime in Bi\B2, we have that TBl has an element of order p, whereas TB% does not. Hence Tb^Tbv We will also need several properties of free products of groups.
Lemma 3. Let {d,\ 5GA} and {H\\\Qk} be arbitrary collections of groups, and put P = (üsea Gí)*(II*eAH^-Then (II*eA Gj) r\(H*\ yQA) is trivial.
Lemma 4. // {G¡\ oQA} is a collection of groups, and H is a freely indecomposable group, but not infinite cyclic, satisfying HQG = n*£A Gi, then 35 G A such that H is a subgroup of a conjugate of G i in G.
Proof. Suppose HQG= ITî6a G where H is freely indecomposable but not infinite cyclic. By the subgroup theorem for free products [l, p. 17], H= P*ITÜW Hr where F is a free group and VvQ V, Hv is conjugate in G to a subgroup of Gj for some 5GA. By another theorem [l, p. 26], any two free decompositions of a group possess isomorphic refinements.
Hence, since H is freely indecomposable, P*IT*erP» must have exactly one nontrivial factor. H cannot be isomorphic to P since the only freely indecomposable free group is infinite cyclic (or trivial). Thus H = HV for some vQ V. The lemma follows.
We can now prove the desired theorem.
Theorem.
For any ordinal a of cardinality ^c, there exists a class of groups Ba such that L"(Ba)=La+1(Ba), but U(Ba)<Lß+l(Ba) when ß<a.
Proof. Let T== {Ta\aEK} be the class of torsion abelian groups of the corollary to Lemma 2. By virtue of Lemma 1, 3PEP(K) such that|P| =a.If FCA,define TV =nîsr Tyandput F~ {FT\ YCK}.
Define the class Ba= \ Fr\ YEP}. Suppose {í"¡|/EA} is an upper-directed cover of subgroups in F for some GET", G -FY. We assert that the set of sets {/|/EA} is an upper-directed cover of subsets for Y, since
(1) If F^EFi,, then each free factor of F¡v by Lemma 4, is isomorphically contained in some free factor of P¡,, and so by the property of the {r"|aEA} these free factors are isomorphic. This shows liEh-Hence {/|/EA} is upper-directed provided {7"¡|/EA} is also.
(2) Consider, by Lemma 4, all of the conjugate subgroups of free factors of G to which the free factors of the {T^/EA} belong. If no conjugate of some free factors of G occurs, then Lemma 3 is violated since { Fi\ IEA} covers G. Hence all free factors of G are represented, and so {l\ IEA} covers Y.
Thus any such group-theoretic covering yields a set-theoretic covering according to the correspondence Tx-+x. Likewise any settheoretic covering yields a group-theoretic covering.
Considering the local sequence Ba, L(Ba), • • • Lß(Ba), • • • the theorem will be proved if we can eliminate the possibility that, at some stage in the sequence of local covers leading to any GEL^(Ba) r\F, some group H(£F occurs. Since the sequence of local covers leading to G is well-ordered, such an 77 must occur for a first time at some stage. Hence, WLOG, we may assume that 77 possesses an upper-directed cover {T^IyET} of subgroups in 7". Since HEGEF, by the subgroup theorem for free products we have H~Q*YL%rtp where Q is a free group and each rp is isomorphic to a subgroup of some member of T. Each free factor Ty, of each Fy, 7ET, by Lemma 4, is isomorphically contained in some tp, and hence, for each such tp, rp^Tap. Since {T^-yEr} covers 77, by Lemma 3, all of the r,, pET^, are obtained in this way, and consequently H~ IX*sB Tap. In order to show HEF, which will establish the theorem, we must show that no two Ta, T"p with pu p2EP, Pi^Pt, are isomorphic. Suppose Tap « Ta . Then by Lemmas 3 and 4 and the covering property of {7"7|7Er|, 37"Tl, 7"72, Fn satisfying: (1) Some free factor of Fyi is conjugate to Tapi in Upe« Tap. (2) Some free factor of Fyi is conjugate to Tapt in IT*eß 7"«,.
(3) FyiEFyta.nd Fy,EFyi.
This implies that Tapx and Tapt are conjugate in I~I<>eR Fap, a contradiction since Tapi and Tap% are distinct free factors of Y1%r Tap.
This completes the proof.
